**Plow Mount Installation Instructions**

**Kit #30540**

**Step 1**

**Tools Needed:**
1) Ratchet w/ 10mm Socket and 13mm Socket
2) Ft. lb. torque wrench
3) Protective eyewear

**Remove two short shoulder bolts on front of skid plate and two long shoulder bolts at bottom rear of plate. Gently pull down on front of skid plate and forward to remove.**

**Insert permanent mounting bracket onto ATV frame and align bolt holes with existing threaded holes on ATV frame.**

**Using bolts from kit, attach bracket to ATV frame as shown with 10mm wrench. Torque these bolts to 18 ft. lbs.**

**Replace skid plate - insert rear first, push and lift up front until it snaps in place. Replace short bolts at front and long bolts under rear.**

**Step 2**

**Turn front wheels to side. Hold mount in place under frame, align front holes with mounting bracket and insert long pin all the way through. (Plow mount is now supported by bracket.)**

**Straighten wheels and at rear of mount, insert short pin through mount hole over the top of frame tube and through mount hole on other side.**

**Install R-Pins on both front and rear mount pins. Installation is complete. Periodically check mount bolts and re-torque if needed.**